Information about cleaning
Our standard cleaning includes everything you would normally expect from a regularly cleaning.
Depending on your needs you can easily customize a cleaning to your speciﬁc needs.
Get your windows cleaned on arrival and your bedsheets washed on departure.
Just pick and choose.
For thorough cleaning simply select the rooms where this is needed.
Do not hesitate to contact us in case you have any questions.
We look forward cleaning your holiday home!
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Standard cleaning
Balconies
Floor, wash
Handrails, wipe
Surfaces, wipe
Bedrooms
Floor, wash
Surfaces, wipe
Bathroom
Toilet, outside, wipe
Toilet, inside, clean
Sink, wipe
Shower, wipe
Bathtub, wipe
Cupboard, outside, wipe
Countertop, wipe
Mirror, clean
Floor, wash
Surfaces, wipe
Living room
Floor, wash
Surfaces, wipe

Kitchen
Floor, wash
Countertops, wipe
Cupboard, outside, wipe
Stove, wipe
Oven, wipe
Refrigerator, empty + wipe
Emptying dishwasher
Emptying trash bin
Surfaces, wipe
Cooker hood, wipe

Hall
Floor, vacuum
Floor, wash
Cupboard, outside, wipe
Surfaces, wipe
Please note that electricity and water is left on for arrival cleanings and closed for departure cleanings.

Windows & glass washing addon
Windows, outside, wash (due to safety procedures outside wash of windows will only be conducted on
windows where the outside can be reached with both feet safely placed on the ground and without
leaning over the window frame or balcony railing)
Windows, inside, wash
Balcony doors, wash
Balcony glass, wash

Wash of sheets & towels addon
Washing bedsheets
Bedding beds (If additional bed sheets are available)
Washing towels, dish towels+bed sheets
A maximum of 2 machines are washed. Additional washing will be charged separately. All washing is
done using the washing machine and detergent present in the apartment.
Washed items will be dried in the apartment and drying rack must be present.

Thorough cleaning of kitchen addon
Cupboard, inside, wipe
Cupboard, top, wipe
Stove, clean
Oven, clean
Refrigerator, clean,
Cooker Hood, clean
Water cooker, clean
Trash bin, clean

Thorough cleaning of all bathrooms, addon
Sink, clean
Shower, clean
Bathtub, clean
Cupboard, inside, wipe
Trash bin, clean

Thorough cleaning of various, addon
Various
Aircondition filter clean, (if possible)
Bed rooms
Wardrobe, top, wipe
Beds, underneath, clean
Living room
Carpets, shake
Sealing, dust
Kitchen:
Cupboard, inside, wipe
Cupboard, top, wipe (if possible)
Hall
Cupboards, inside, wipe

